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SUMMARY:  Very little progress has been made in discovering the phenomenon that has infected most of the Luna crew.  Piles of dust can be seen around the ship.  Unfortunately there is a pile where the CSO used to stand.
An away team has been sent to the asteriod to figure out what is going on.  In the mean time a ship has appeared out of nowhere.  A streamlined cylindrical ship with no outward markings.  It now just sits the
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Test Drive part 4 -  Can't think of title right now>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CMO_Lynch says:
::standing on the bridge near the Command Chair::
OPS-Qui says:
@:: On the asteroid replacing slowly moving chips around in hopes that the console will finally boot up ::
CEO_Lingn says:
@::checking the consoles power connections with his artificial limbs::
Host XO_Jarek says:
::On the bridge in the XO chair feeling not so warm and fuzzy::
CMO_Lynch says:
*OPS* You mentioned earlier something about a set of humanoid bones there.  Were you able to determine what happened to them?
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Drops a couple of chips and bends down to retreive them ::
OPS-Qui says:
@*CMO*: Not as of yet, sir.  I'm trying to get this console up and running
CMO_Lynch says:
::notices the XO coming around::  XO: Sir, the bridge is yours again.  I stand relieved.
FCO_Rowe says:
::on the bridge at the helm brainstorming:: XO: Should I take over TAC, sir?
Host XO_Jarek says:
CMO: As you notice Doctor,I am rather shall I say dusty
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Places the chips in the console and presses a few buttons.  Holds her breath ::
CEO_Lingn says:
@*CMO*:We can beam them to you for analysis.
CNS_Franklin says:
@::Stares at a ghost, watching it's shape fluctuate until he gets told to do something else::
                                                                ACTION:  The console sputters and sparks.
Host XO_Jarek says:
FCO: You may
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Ewan returns back to the auxiliary bridge after he disappeared for where, noone will know::
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Smiles ::   All: Yes!
CMO_Lynch says:
*CEO* I'll alert Sickbay to erect a level three forcefield.  Please standby.
Host SM_Arlene says:
ACTION:  A tractor beam suddenly locks onto the Luna because they ignored the ship sitting outside their front door.
Host XO_Jarek says:
CMO: Status report
CEO_Lingn says:
@*CMO*:Standing By.
Host XO_Jarek says:
ALL: What was that?
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Presses a few more buttons and sees the console brighten.  Tries to look for any information that can be retrieved ::
CMO_Lynch says:
XO: Commander, we have discovered an area beneath the asteroid we tested our weapons on that contains some sort of containment system and a lone set of humanoid bones
FCO_Rowe says:
::moves to TAC:: XO: Sir, tractor beam locked onto the Luna, attempting to break their hold now. ::fires spread of phasers::
                                                                  ACTION:  Phasers have no effect.
Host XO_Jarek says:
FCO: Tractor from whom?
CMO_Lynch says:
XO: The Operations Officer, Chief Engineer and Counsellor are there now as we speak.
CMO_Lynch says:
XO: As well there is some form of alien spacecraft directly in front of the Luna
FCO_Rowe says:
::points to the viewscreen, while preping the torpedoes and firing::
CEO_Lingn says:
@*CMO*: Beaming at your command.
Host XO_Jarek says:
OPS: Hail that craft 
          ACTION:  A greyish face with beady little eyes, no nose and a small mouth appears on the view screen.
CMO_Lynch says:
::finally informs Sickbay of the incoming skeletal structure::  *CEO* We will be beaming in a moment on the Exec's Orders.
Host XO_Jarek says:
FCO: Hold weapons
FCO_Rowe says:
XO: Aye sir. ::drops all weapons to standby::
Host XO_Jarek says:
FCO: Hail that ship
CMO_Lynch says:
XO: Commander, permission to beam the skeltal structure to Sicbay for analysis.
Host XO_Jarek says:
CMO: Make it so
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Sees various files and looks for anything that may help with this situation ::
FCO_Rowe says:
COM:Unidentified Vessel: This is the USS Luna, indentify yourself.
CMO_Lynch says:
FCO: Mr Rowe, if you'll please transport the alien bones structure to the Containment field set up in Sickbay.  *CEO* Chief, please stand clear of the humanoid remains.
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Shakes her head, as she looks at the files. Says quietly to self :   Self: Damn...gibberish...oh, now there's a word I recognize....
Host SM_Arlene says:
$<Alien> COM:Luna:  Prepare to be incarcerated.  You are the walking death.  We are in the process of preparing more structures for you.  You will forever be encased so you may not harm another soul.
CEO_Lingn says:
@::stands clear::
FCO_Rowe says:
::looks to the XO::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Ewan listens to the comm's as they come in::
Host XO_Jarek says:
COMM: Alien Craft: We came in peace,We intended to harm noone
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Sees another, single word she recognizs ::
Host SM_Arlene says:
$<Alien> COM:Luna:  You carry death.
FCO_Rowe says:
CMO: Aye. ::initiates transport::
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Keeps scrolling through the files looking for anything that might help translate the gibberish ::
Host XO_Jarek says:
COMM:Alien Craft: We indeed have an infection aboard,however we are looking for a cure as we speak

                                                                        ACTION:  Transport is successful.
CMO_Lynch says:
*T'Neer*: Do you have the remains?
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Sighs and continues to scroll through the files ::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Ewan patches the communications between the alien ship and the Luna to Star Fleet Intelligence to listen to::
CMO_Lynch says:
<T'Neer> *CMO* Acknowledged Doctor.  The alien remains are now in the containment field.  Preparing to analyze now sir.
Host SM_Arlene says:
$COM:Luna:  There is no cure.  You don't think we have tried.  I am the leader of the Symbon.  My mission is to contain this disease from all cultures.  Not one has been able to find a cure.
Host XO_Jarek says:
COMM:Alien craft: We have not been given sufficient time to look for one,If you will work with us maybe we can find one together
OPS-Qui says:
@*CMO*: Sir, I've been able to restore power to the console.  I'm looking for anything that will help us, but at the moment...   :: Pauses ::
CMO_Lynch says:
<T'Neer> ::finishes putting on her bio-containment suit and enters the field::
Host XO_Jarek says:
FCO: Gather all information you can on this Symbon
CMO_Lynch says:
*OPS* Acknowledged Lieutenant.  I will inform Commander Jarek of your progress.  ::notices the pause::  Find something?
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Starts seeing files she can understand and sees a medical file. Opens the file and quickly scans it for information ::
Host SM_Arlene says:
$<Alien> COM:Luna:  My mission is clear.  Cmdr you have very little time before the spirits of your crew go crazy.  Once they do that they will infect the rest of your crew and enter your system infecting that nice little ship behind us that is creeping up.
FCO_Rowe says:
::searches all databases for information:: XO: Aye
CMO_Lynch says:
<T'Neer> Computer: Begin full spectral scan on alien remains found on bio-bed 4
CNS_Franklin says:
@::Has been sitting down on a rock watching the ghosts... there's nothing inherent in their movements.  They move this way, that way, do this, do that... interact.  But nothing makes sense::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Star Fleet Intelligence: Are you getting all of this William?
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Excitement in her voice ::   *CMO*: Sir!  I've found a medical file!  With my background in medicine, this is exactly the file your deparment needs to find a cure!   :: Takes out her tricorder and begins to transmit the information via the tricorder, passing it to the Luna ::
FCO_Rowe says:
XO: No Information found, Sir.
Host XO_Jarek says:
COMM:Alien craft: The infected crew members are isolated,The uninfected are on a secondary bridge with orders to assume command if we should fail
CMO_Lynch says:
XO: Sir, perhaps you can remind them that we have a self destruct on final countdown and that any further action on their part is unnecessary.  They also may wish to back off some.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
<COMM: Luna: Yes Ewan I'm receiving and I have a team working on finding out who this symbiont is>
Host XO_Jarek says:
CMO: As a final solution Doctor as a final solution
CEO_Lingn says:
@::works diligently to help Lt. Qui before he went to dust::
CEO_Lingn says:
@*CMO*:Inform the XO of the metaphasic shield.
Host SM_Arlene says:
$<Alien> ::Laughter errupts from him even though his lips don't move.::  You think that matters!?!?!  It's only a matter of time.  I cannot let you be free.  In four hours we will be finished then you will be incarcerated for the rest of your natural life.
CMO_Lynch says:
::hearing the OPS Officer he stands a little more erect with an appearance of excitement::  *OPS* Excellent work Lieutenant!  ::approaches the OPS console::
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Reading the information as it is being transmitted to the Luna ::   *CMO*: Sir...from the looks of this, it's akin to leprosy...
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Eyes sparkle with excitement as she reads ::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
<COMM: Luna: Ewan the team said they have no information on this race even being from this quadrant>
Host XO_Jarek says:
COMM:Alien Craft: Before I allow that,I will enact the selfdestruct system aboard this vessel,I suggest you either aide us or leave us
CMO_Lynch says:
::nods hearign the OPS Officer::  *OPS* Yes, Commander Morris thought the same thing.  Anything in there that may show the specifics or possibly a cure?
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Star Fleet Intelligence: This is interesting William
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Still reading ::   *CMO*: Well...not as of yet, sir
Host SM_Arlene says:
$<Alien> COM:Luna:  YOU FOOL!  That will inflate the situation!
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Star Fleet Intelligence: Have them run anything can, I need to find out who they are
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Still reading not seeing anything ::   *CMO*: I'm not seeing it yet...but if it's here, I'll find it for you
Host XO_Jarek says:
COMM:Alien Craft: I then suggest you release this ship and cooperate with us
CMO_Lynch says:
::begins reading through the data as it is uploaded to the Luna::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
*XO*: Cmdr Jarek, I have reason to believe that this alien is not from this quadrant
                                    ACTION:  The CNS is suddenly levitated and tossed outside the asteriod.
Host XO_Jarek says:
*ACO* I sensed that from our conversation as well Captain...However he or it has knowledge of this plague we may need
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Looks over to the CNS ::   CEO: Lieutenant, can you see to him, please?
CEO_Lingn says:
@::goes after the CNS::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
<COMM: Luna: This is interesting Ewan.....it seems they have been know to run in the Gamma Quadrant>
CNS_Franklin says:
@::Oh holy cow... what just happened?!?  He has his suit open the communications channel::  COM: Luna: Uh, Luna... I seem to be outside the asteroid.
CMO_Lynch says:
<T'Neer> ::finishes the spectral scan and finds nothing of use.  Wonders why the bones are still in tack when they should have disintegrated as well::
CEO_Lingn says:
@::floats  towards the CNS::
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Still reading over the information and sees it end ::   *CMO*: Sir...I'm sorry, the file just ended.  I didn't see a cure there
OPS-Qui says:
@*CMO*: I'll continue to search the files
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Star Fleet Intelligence: Really? Are they known to be hostile?

                                     ACTION:  Ghosts chase the CNS and CEO.  They float around them taunting them.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
*XO*: Cmdr, I believe they come from the Gamma Quadrant
CMO_Lynch says:
<T'Neer>  ::suddenly notes something interesting in the bones:: *CMO* Doctor.  It seems the individual who once resided in these skeletal remains did NOT die of the Leprosy Infection.
CEO_Lingn says:
@::Grabs the CNS and ativates his suits thrusters back into the Asteriod::
CMO_Lynch says:
*OPS* Thank you for your assistance anyway Lieutenant.  See what else you can discover over there.
Host XO_Jarek says:
COMM:Alien Craft: What will it be,Aide us or die with us?
CMO_Lynch says:
*T'Neer* I'm sorry... What was that?
OPS-Qui says:
@*CMO*: Aye, sir...if it's here, I'll find it.
Host XO_Jarek says:
*ACO* Are they traders,pirates or what?
Host SM_Arlene says:
$<Alien> COM:Luna:  We will put you away before you harm.
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Continues to look through the files ::
CNS_Franklin says:
@::Smiles through his faceplate at the CEO... how foolish it is that he came after him, since the Luna could have rescued him fine.  No need to make TWO victims::
CEO_Lingn says:
@GHOSTS:GET OF MY WAY OR I WILL USE METAPHASIC SHIELDS ON YOU!!!!
Host XO_Jarek says:
COMM:Alien craft: It would appear that metaphasic shields have some effect on the Ghosts and possibly the plague they carry
CNS_Franklin says:
@::His smile slowly dissapears... this man is just nuts.  How did he get aboard this ship?::
CMO_Lynch says:
<T'Neer> *CMO* That is correct Doctor.  This individual was killed.  I found it curious that the skeletal remains had not disintegrated with the rest of the body.  This individual has been dead for quite some time and the evidence is in the marks still within the bone structure.
CEO_Lingn says:
@*CMO*: We need an emergency beamout.
CEO_Lingn says:
@CNS: This plague is driving me nuts.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Star Fleet Intelligence: I could really use any information that I can William. Friends don't let friends to die
CMO_Lynch says:
*T'Neer*  Murdered?  By who or what?  We currently have an alien vessel threatening to place us within a containment field of some sort.  do you think they may be behind this?
Host XO_Jarek says:
FCO: Set phasers to fire a direct blast at the treactor beam firing point and fire
CMO_Lynch says:
*FCO* Emergency beam-out of all Away Team Members
CNS_Franklin says:
@CEO: Are you sure it's the plauge, Lieutenant?
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Sees another file, opens it and reads it quickly.  Follows it's directions and presses the appropriate buttons ::
FCO_Rowe says:
::transports the Away Team::: XO: Aye.
FCO_Rowe says:
::aims phasers and fires::
CEO_Lingn says:
@::scowls at the CNS::
CMO_Lynch says:
XO: Commander, it seems the skeletal structure we found on the asteroid did NOT sucumb to the alien disease.  He or she was in fact murdered sir.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
<:;with a little reluctance William has decided to let his field operative know the entire story: COMM: Luna: Ewan listen.....They can be hostile if need be, they  are a sect devoted to contain that disease......>
CEO_Lingn says:
@CNS: My anger. I need to take it out on something. See that it is not you. ::gives the CNS a cold look::
CNS_Franklin says:
@CEO: You seem to have a lot of anger, Lieutenant.

                    ACTION:  The AT is transported back to the Luna with exception of the astriod.. Lt Qui is trapped.
Host XO_Jarek says:
CMO: Interesting, How?
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
<COMM: Luna:.....Star Fleet Intelligence has known about them for some time no and had given permission for them to use the asteriod in return for information on the disease. That is the whole truth Ewan>
CMO_Lynch says:
<T'Neer> *CMO* That is correct Doctor.  It seems a sharp instrument has cut through the body.  I have found marks on the ribs suggesting a sharp tool of some kind.  I have found some metal fragments in the bone structure and they are of alien origin.
CEO_Lingn says:
CNS: I am Andorian. We are an agressive and Passionate Species.
CMO_Lynch says:
XO: It seems a sharp metallic object was used to kill the humanoid lifeform.  My head nurse has discovered marks in the rib cage along with some small metal fragments which seem to be of some alien metal
CNS_Franklin says:
::Leaves his suit on::  CEO: Even aggressive species know how to control that.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
:; Ewan gets a little miffed:: COMM: Star Fleet Intelligence: You knew and didn't tell me? You left us to die
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Wonders what is going to happen as she complete the instructions she reads ::
Host XO_Jarek says:
FCO: Fire a photon torpedo at that same point
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
*XO*: Cmdr, they know about the disease, they may have an answer to for how to cure us
CEO_Lingn says:
::Kicks the bulkhead and storms off to the bridge::
OPS-Qui says:
:: Watched as the CEO and CIV were transported off and turns her attention back to the console, then sees a red light flashing ::
Host XO_Jarek says:
*ACO* If they do they are not sharing Captain,They wish us dead
CNS_Franklin says:
::Follows the CEO::  CEO: Don't you walk away, Lieutenant!
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
<COMM: Luna: I'm sorry Ewan, but we didn't think that SFC would give a ship permission to ever enter that field. And if you think they have a cure, they don't...they never did want to find one>
Host XO_Jarek says:
*ACO* Suggestions !
FCO_Rowe says:
::fires a photon torpedo at the orgination of the tractor:: XO: Torpedo away.
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Presses a few more buttons and sees that the red button will prevent her from leaving the asteroid... ::   Self: How in the world?   :: Starts looking through the files again ::
CEO_Lingn says:
::runs quickly away from the CNS::
CMO_Lynch says:
::overhearign the XO::  XO: Sir, I believe the answer will be found on that asteroid Lieutenant Qui is on.  We need to buy time for her.
OPS-Qui says:
*CMO*: Doctor, did the CIV and CEO make it back to the Luna?
CEO_Lingn says:
::Closes a turbolift::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
*XO*: Cmdr, after further looking into them, it turns out that they have no answer for a cure
CEO_Lingn says:
::heads for the bridge::
                                     ACTION:  The torpedo disintergrates as it enters the Alien ships shields.
CMO_Lynch says:
::taps Comm Badge::  *OPS* My apologies Lieutenant... yes they did.  We have them safe and sound.  Are you alright there by yourself?
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Her mind races as she tries to read quickly, noting an increase in her respiration and heart beat. She hears her symbiont speak to her ::
CEO_Lingn says:
::arrives on the bridge and locks the door::
OPS-Qui says:
@*CMO*: I'm not sure, sir...    :: Worried sound in her voice 
CMO_Lynch says:
::turns to the FCO::  FCO: Bioreadings on Lieutenant Qui.  How is she doing?
Host XO_Jarek says:
FCO: Full reverse
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Continues to read, taking slow deep breaths to calm herself ::
CMO_Lynch says:
::hearing OPS::  XO: Sir.  Permission to take a shuttle over to that asteroid.
CEO_Lingn says:
::takes his station::
Host XO_Jarek says:
CMO: Do you think OPS has the answers? and if so what makes you think you will be able to leave once there
FCO_Rowe says:
::initiates full reverse and scans for Lt. Qui::
CNS_Franklin says:
::Sighs inwardly::  *CMO*: Doctor?
FCO_Rowe says:
XO: Sir, she is panicing.
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Sees something else...reading it quickly, noting it's the atmosphic restoration.  She presses the button and looks around ::
CMO_Lynch says:
::shakes head::  XO: My gut feeling tells me the answers are there.  More than that, I'm worried about leaving her there alone.  She sounds near the breaking point.  Come back?  Well... if we don't find a cure, that will be a...  ::pauses:: dead issue I'm afraid.
CEO_Lingn says:
::takes off his suit::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Star Fleet Intelligence: I'll take this up with you later! :;Ewan closes the channel  *XO* It seems that we are on our own on this one
CEO_Lingn says:
::Hopes nothing else falls off::
CMO_Lynch says:
::nods at the FCO knowingly::  FCO: Please keep a watchful eye on her meds for me.
                                          ACTION:  The reversing engines put some stress on the alien vessel.
CEO_Lingn says:
::channels power to the engines
FCO_Rowe says:
CMO: Aye.
Host XO_Jarek says:
CMO: Granted,The answers are not here,They must be there
FCO_Rowe says:
::tries to get more juice from the engines::
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Sees a change in her surrounds ::

                                                ACTION:  The atmosphere is restored on the asteriod.
CMO_Lynch says:
*CNS* YEs Counsellor... What is it?
CNS_Franklin says:
*CMO*: Only two of us came back from the asteriod... where's Lieutenant Qui?
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Looks at the console in front of her and sees the atmospheric levels are safe for her to remove her EVA suit.  She hesitates a moment...then takes off her helmet ::
Host XO_Jarek says:
*ACO* That was understood long ago Captain,How about the Rothchild...Will she aide us?
CMO_Lynch says:
<T'Neer> *CMO* Doctor, I think I've found the cure.  Lieutenant Qui's symboint blood has the cure if we use it in combination to Earth cures for the Earth strain of the virus

ACTION:  Suddenly the Luna is thrown back 500 yards as the tractor breaks... a gaping hole within the alien ship can be seen.  They are not used to being defied and have not built defenses for it.
CMO_Lynch says:
*CNS* She is still on the Asteroid.  I'm hoping to get permission to go there myself.
CEO_Lingn says:
ALL:YEAH!
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Takes a very deep breath of the air ::
FCO_Rowe says:
::initiates full stop:: XO: Sir, we have broken free, full stop.

                                                  ACTION:  The nice operations officer is now infected.
CNS_Franklin says:
*CMO*: Oh... also... could you check on Mister Lingn?  He seems to be rather unstable at the moment.
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Smiles as she still feels normal, so she removes her gloved hands ::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
*XO*: No, they have been ordered to stay clear until the deadline to destroy us
CMO_Lynch says:
::begins heading for the TL hearing T'Neer::  XO: Sir, T'Neer believes she has the cure.  I'm still going after Qui though.  ::Steps into the lift before the XO can change his mind::
Host XO_Jarek says:
FCO: Disable that ship
CMO_Lynch says:
*CNS* I wish I could Counsellor.  I leave his mental health up to the professionals...
FCO_Rowe says:
::fires  phasers into the hole showing::
CMO_Lynch says:
::riding down to the shuttlebay in the lift he dons his EVA suit::
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Starts to hyperventilate a littel bit, then remembers to breath deeply ::

                                                               ACTION:  The Alien vessel is destroyed.
CNS_Franklin says:
::Shakes his head::  *OPS*: Lieutenant Qui?  Are you there?
CMO_Lynch says:
::steps into the shuttle::  *XO* Preflight check complete.  ::lies knowing he hasn't done so:: Ready to depart sir.
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Hears the CNS and speaks into the speaker in her suit ::    *CNS*: Yes, counselor.
CNS_Franklin says:
*OPS*: How are things over thre?
OPS-Qui says:
@*CNS*: Well, I have found the environmental controls.  So far...so good
Host XO_Jarek says:
*CMO*: Bring Qui back Doctor...
FCO_Rowe says:
XO: Enemy vessel destroyed.
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Still reading the information on the console while still downloading it to her tricorder ::
CMO_Lynch says:
::hearing the XO he departs the Luna at full impulse leaving a slight wake of destruction in the shuttlebay::
CNS_Franklin says:
*OPS*: Good to hear.  ::Smiles, hoping his voice carries it::  The doctor's coming with a shuttle for you.
Host XO_Jarek says:
FCO: Bring us around to the area where Qui is on the asteroid
FCO_Rowe says:
::moves the ship toward the area:: XO: Aye.
CMO_Lynch says:
#::angles the shuttle toward the asteroid in question bringing it into orbit::
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Tilts her head ::   *CNS*: Is there a problem with transporters?
CMO_Lynch says:
#::locks onto Qui's location and beams her aboard:
                                                                        ACTION:  Transport does not take.
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Finishes downloading the information from the console and neatly packs away her tricorder ::
CNS_Franklin says:
*OPS*: I'm not sure, to be honest.  I'm just a Counselor, not an Engineer.
CMO_Lynch says:
#Self: Of all the confounded technical contraptions...  ::angles the shuttle down and brings it to a landing point closest to the Lieutenant::
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Giggles at the CNS' statement ::

                                                      ACTION:  Suddenly the OPS Doubles over in pain.
CMO_Lynch says:
#COMM: Luna: I'm on the asteroid.  I'm proceeding to Qui's location as we speak.  ::exits the shuttle::
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Gaps as a sharp pain hits her ::
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Grabs for the console ::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::Ewan wonders what else William has decided not to tell him or leave him out of the loop from::
Host XO_Jarek says:
*CMO* Use due caution Doctor
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Can barely stand and drops to her knees ::
CNS_Franklin says:
::Hears the gasp::  *OPS*: Lieutenant?  Qui?!?
CMO_Lynch says:
@::arrives beside Qui and begins scanning with his tricorder::  OPS: Lieutenant.  Can you hear me?  It's your Symbiont.  We need to get you back to the ship... NOW!
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Unable to respond or to move, now doubled over in a fetus position ::
CNS_Franklin says:
::Frowns, and thinks the CMO should be there by now::
Host XO_Jarek says:
FCO: Scan the asteroid ,any anomilies inform me immediately.
FCO_Rowe says:
::begins scanning the asteroid:: XO: Underway sir.
CMO_Lynch says:
@::reaches out and picks her up after activating his Comm Badge::  *XO* Commander, I have Qui.  Can you beam us out.  Her Symbiont is in desperate need of treatement.  ::begisn hurrying back to the shuttle::
OPS-Qui says:
@:: Sputters at the doc ::   CMO: My symbiont...important...symbiont...must...survive

ACTION:  Lt Qui passes out.
Host XO_Jarek says:
FCO: Locate and keep tract of the CMO and OPS
CEO_Lingn says:
XO:Anything I can do?
CMO_Lynch says:
@::continues to rush back to the shuttle waiting for an answer::
Host XO_Jarek says:
CEO: Report on ships systems
CMO_Lynch says:
@Self: Come on Qui....
CMO_Lynch says:
@::arrives at the shuttle and sets OPS down inside then moves to Flight Control::
FCO_Rowe says:
::scans for the CMO and OPS and locks onto them keeping tabs:: XO: Done sir.
CEO_Lingn says:
XO:It is in good shape.
CMO_Lynch says:
@::activates systems once again bypassign prefight check engages the engines blasting a cloud of asteroid debris in his wake::

ACTION:  The barrier around Aux control has finally been breached.  The dozen or so remaining ghost have breached the inside and launch themselves at the remaining uneffected crew.

CEO_Lingn says:
::Increases power to shields:
CMO_Lynch says:
@<T'Neer> *CMO* Doctor I have the cure.  I am prepared to administor it shipwide through the atmosphere distribution systems.
Host XO_Jarek says:
CEO: Did those metaphasic shields have effect of the ghosts?
CMO_Lynch says:
@::breaks the thin gravitational field of the asteroid::  *Luna* Can you beam us out yet.  qui needs to get to sickbay ASAP!
FCO_Rowe says:
::attempts to transport the CMO and OPS::
CEO_Lingn says:
XO: Yes. But they failed in the Aux Control Room. Increasing power.
CMO_Lynch says:
@*T'Neer* Excellent work T'Neer.  Begin distribution.

                                                ACTION:  The CMO and OPS appear in sickbay.
Host XO_Jarek says:
CEO: Errect a containment field around the AUX bridge and load it with metaphasic shielding
CMO_Lynch says:
@::sets the shuttle on auto and kneels beside Qui::  OPS: Kehari...  KEHARI!!  Can you hear me?
CEO_Lingn says:
::does as the XO tells him::
OPS-Qui says:
:: Starts to convulse ::
FCO_Rowe says:
XO: OPS and CMO are located in sickbay.
CMO_Lynch says:
::materializes in Sickbay::  T'Neer: T'Neer get over here now!  ::places Qui on the biobed::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::As Ewan leaves the auxiliary bridge, he wonders if Savar will ever come back.......:
OPS-Qui says:
:: Eyes start to roll to the back of her head as she continues to convulse ::
CMO_Lynch says:
<T'Neer> ::approaches the CMO with a medkit::  CMO: It is illogical to shout Doctor.
CMO_Lynch says:
::takes a hypo from the nurse and administers it to the OPS Officer to ease the convulsions and scans with a tricorder::
CMO_Lynch says:
T'Neer:  Its her Symbiont.  It seems to be fighting the infection.
Host XO_Jarek says:
*CMO* Doctor,I was thinking about destroying the asteroid....Suggestions
CMO_Lynch says:
*XO* I don't have time for this at the moment Comamnder.
Host SM_Arlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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